Hydrogen production rates with closely-spaced felt anodes and cathodes compared to brush anodes in two-chamber microbial electrolysis cells
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Abstract

Flat anodes placed close to the cathode or membrane to reduce distances between electrodes in microbial electrolysis cells (MECs) could be used to develop compact reactors, in contrast to microbial fuel cells (MFCs) where electrodes cannot be too close due to oxygen crossover from the cathode to the anode that reduces performance. Graphite fiber brush anodes are often used in MECs due to their proven performance in MFCs. However, brush anodes have not been directly compared to flat anodes in MECs, which are completely anaerobic, and therefore oxygen crossover is not a factor for felt or brush anodes. MEC performance was compared using flat felt or brush anodes in two-chamber, cubic type MECs operated in fed-batch mode, using acetate in a 50 mM phosphate buffer. Despite placement of felt anodes next to the membrane, MECs with felt anodes had a lower hydrogen gas production rate of 0.32 ± 0.02 m³-H₂/m³-d than brush anodes (0.38 ± 0.02 m³-H₂/m³-d). The main reason for the reduced performance was substrate-limited mass transfer to the felt anodes. To reduce mass transfer limitations, the felt anode electrolyte was stirred, which increased the hydrogen gas production rate to 0.41 ± 0.04 m³-H₂/m³-d. These results demonstrate brush electrodes can improve performance of bioelectrochemical reactors even under fully anaerobic conditions.
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Introduction

Microbial electrolysis cells (MECs) are being investigated as a method of renewable hydrogen gas production using waste biomass [1–7]. Exoelectrogenic bacteria on the anode of an MEC use biodegradable organic matter, for example in wastewaters or fermentation effluents, as the fuel for current generation, with hydrogen gas produced electrochemically at the cathode [8,9]. The voltage produced by the bacteria is not sufficient to generate hydrogen gas at the cathode, and thus voltage must be added to the circuit to drive electrochemical hydrogen production [5,8,10]. MECs are therefore a green method for hydrogen gas production as long as the additional energy required for MEC operation is supplied by a renewable energy source such as solar, wind, salinity gradient energy, or by waste biomass powered microbial fuel cells (MFCs) [11,12]. Electrical power is generated in MFCs using the same type of anode and reactor structure as an MEC, with an exoelectrogenic biofilm on the anode, but oxygen is used as the final...
electron acceptor at the cathode in an MFC producing a spontaneous reaction [13].

To maximize hydrogen gas production rates per volume of reactor in MECs, or current generation in MFCs, thin electrode chambers should be used in order to provide a high specific electrode surface area of the electrodes (area of electrodes per volume of reactor) [14–17]. Placing the electrodes close to each other not only produces a more compact reactor design, the close electrode spacing also reduces the internal resistance of the system by minimizing the solution resistance. However, when flat electrodes were used in MFCs with an electrode spacing of <2 cm, power was decreased despite the reduction in solution resistance, due to oxygen crossover from the cathode to the anode [18,19]. In the presence of dissolved oxygen, the anode potential becomes more positive which reduces the voltage and therefore power production. With cylindrical-shaped graphite fiber brush anodes, however, a more negative anode potential is maintained even when the brush is very close to the air-cathode (<0.5 cm), resulting in high power generation [20,21]. Thus, power densities in MFCs with brush anodes placed close to the cathode (1.36 ± 0.20 W/m² for studies in our laboratory at Penn State, or 1.11 ± 0.45 W/m² at many different locations [22]) are higher than those with flat carbon cloth or felt anodes (1.05 W/m² in our laboratory using carbon felt [23], compared to 0.79 ± 0.19 W/m² using carbon felt and 0.51 ± 0.00 W/m² using carbon cloth at different locations) [22]. The impact of flat anode size and electrode spacing has been extensively tested in MFCs [23–29] but not in MECs. In one study where the thickness of the anode was examined in an MEC with a cloth separator between the electrodes, the current increased by using a thicker anode, but net hydrogen gas production did not improve [24]. The main reason for a lack of improved hydrogen recovery was likely hydrogen gas crossover to the anode, as this can enhance current production but not increase hydrogen gas recovery (hydrogen gas is consumed by anodic bacteria or loss of hydrogen to methane production) [30–33]. While the use of an ion exchange membrane can reduce hydrogen losses [34,35], flat and brush anodes have not been compared in two chamber MECs with closely-spaced electrodes and an ion exchange membrane as the separator.

In this study, we compared the performance of flat felt anodes to commonly used brush anodes in MECs using typical fuel (acetate), electrolyte (50 mM phosphate buffer), and reactor conditions (3 cm diameter, cube shaped reactors) [22]. Both the felt and brush anodes were placed adjacent to the ion exchange membrane to minimize ohmic resistances. MEC performance was compared by measuring the current densities, total hydrogen production rates and chemical oxygen demand (COD) removals based on a complete fed-batch cycle, and energy recoveries relative to the electrical energy consumed by the systems.

**Materials and methods**

**Anodes and their acclimation in MFCs**

Two types of anodes were examined for performance in MFCs and MECs, cylinder-shaped graphite fiber brush anodes, and flat disc-shaped felt anodes. Brush anodes (2.5 cm length, 1.5 cm diameter, encased volume of 4.4 cm³) were made from carbon fibers twisted between two titanium wires (PANEX 33 160K, ZOLTEK) [21,36]. Carbon felt anodes (0.64 cm thick, Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA) were cut into circles with a 7 cm² cross sectional surface area (encased volume of 4.5 cm³) [23]. Both types of anodes were acclimated for stable current generation in single chamber MFCs prior to their use in MECs. Brush anodes were placed across the middle of the 2 cm wide anode chamber (14 mL volume), so that the stem was parallel to the cathode reactor, with only a small gap (calculated to be 0.25 cm, but in effect only <0.3 cm based on variations in brush fiber lengths) between the brush outer surface and the cathode (Fig. S1a). While this configuration resulted in a brush that did not fully cover the cathode, which can lower power production relative to complete surface coverage [25,37], this placement enabled the use of a 2.5 cm long brush in a 2 cm wide chamber due to its 1.5 cm diameter. To minimize the impact of oxygen intrusion on felt anode acclimation in MFCs, the felt anodes were placed on the opposite side of the chamber from the cathode in 4 cm long reactors with a volume of 28 mL, instead of the 2 cm long chambers [37]. All anodes were heat treated for 30 min at 450 °C in a muffle furnace before being placed into the MFCs [36]. The cathodes for the MFCs were activated carbon cathodes produced by VITO (Mo, Belgium) [38–40].

**MEC reactor configuration**

Two chamber MECs were constructed that had 3 cm diameter chambers formed in cubes of polycarbonate, with 2 cm long anode chambers and 4 cm long cathode chambers (28 mL of liquid with 7 mL in headspace) (Fig. 1) [34]. The anode and cathode chambers were separated by an AEM (anion exchange membrane, Selemion AMV, AGC Engineering Co. Ltd., JP). The anode chambers for the brush anodes were the same as those used in the MFCs. The lengths of the anode chambers for the MFCs with felt anodes were changed to 2 cm. The felt anodes were removed from the MFCs and placed against the AEM, with a ring of titanium foil pressed against the felt to function as a current collector. The working volumes of the anode chambers were 16 mL for the brush anode (with minimal water displacement by the electrode), and 14 mL for the felt anode (2 mL water displacement). The smaller volume of water for the felt anode was due to the water displacement for the lower porosity felt anode, the volume displaced by the gasket to hold it in place, and the curvature (bowing out) of the felt that trapped some water between the felt and the membrane so that it was not replaced when the fluid in the MEC was changed (Fig. 1). For the brush anode MEC, the brush anode spanned a distance of 0.25–1.75 cm of the 2 cm thick chamber (although it did not fully cover the AEM), while the felt anode extended only 0.64 cm into the fluid but completely covered the AEM.

The cathodes for all reactors were discs of stainless steel mesh (7 cm²) containing a platinum catalyst and carbon black (0.5 mg/cm², 10% Pt and Vulcan XC-72), with a Nafion binder (5 wt% solution, Aldrich Nafton® perfluorinated ion-exchange resin) as previously described [34]. Cathodes were placed 1 cm from the AEM to avoid trapping hydrogen gas between the
cathode and AEM, with the catalyst side of the cathode facing the membrane.

Headspace gas was collected through a glass tube glued to the top of the cathode chamber over a hole on the top of the chamber, with the top of the tube sealed with a butyl rubber stopper and aluminum crimp cap [34]. Gas was collected using a needle through the stopper that connected the tube to a 100 mL gas collection bag (Cali-5-Bond, Calibrated Instruments, NY).

**Reactor operation**

All anodes were acclimated using an inoculum from another well acclimated MFC, using a 1:1 mixture of MFC effluent and a sodium acetate (2 g/L) medium [50 mM phosphate buffer solution (PBS), containing (per liter of distilled water): 4.58 g Na2HPO4, 2.45 g NaH2PO4, 0.31 g NH4Cl, 0.13 g KCl, and mineral and vitamin solutions [18]) until the MFCs reached a maximum voltage of 0.1 V, and then the MFCs were switched to only the acetate medium. The MFCs were operated in fed-batch mode in a 30 °C temperature controlled room, with triplicate reactors for each anode type, and a 1000 Ω resistor in the circuit. Once steady potentials were reached over several cycles, polarization tests were conducted, and then the anodes were moved into the MECs that were operated using 0.9 V applied using a power supply (BK Precision, USA). The MEC reactors were tested with the same 50 mM PBS medium as used in MFCs for the anolyte, with 50 mM PBS as the catholyte. The pH of both electrolytes was 7.1, with an anolyte conductivity of 8.1 mS/cm, and a catholyte conductivity of 6.7 mS/cm. Before each cycle the catholyte was sparged with high purity nitrogen gas (99.998%) for 10 min to remove oxygen.

**Measurements and calculations**

Polarization tests were conducted for the brush anode MFCs by using different resistances over a single fed-batch cycle (single-cycle polarization test). Polarization data for the felt anodes were obtained using a single resistance for a complete cycle, with different resistors over multiple cycles (multiple cycle test) [41,42]. A multiple cycle polarization test was used for the felt reactors to reduce the likelihood of power overshoot [42], as preliminary tests using the felt anodes and the single cycle method showed substantial power overshoot in the power density curves. Reference electrodes were used to measure the electrode potentials (Ag/AgCl; +0.209 V vs SHE, model RE-5B, BASi, IN). A single reference electrode was used in the brush MFC reactor to measure both the anode and cathode potentials. The electrode spacing was much greater in the felt anode MFC reactors, so a different reference electrode measured the electrode potentials; one for the anode and one for the cathode (Fig. S1b). The use of the two reference electrodes minimized the distance and solution resistance between the reference and measured electrode, resulting in more accurate electrode measurements.

Current generation of the MECs was collected every 20 min using a multimeter (Model 2700, Keithley Instruments Inc., OH) by measuring the voltage drop across a 10 Ω resistor in the circuit. The average current density was calculated based on the current needed to recover 90% of the total charge over the fed batch cycle, normalized to the cathode surface area (I90, A/m²) [43]. This approach minimizes the impact of long tails with low current at the end of the cycle, on the calculation of an average current.

The gas in the gas bag and the cathode headspace were analyzed for hydrogen using a gas chromatograph (Model 8610B, SRI Instruments Inc., USA). Each time the gas was analyzed, the influent and effluent COD were monitored using standard methods (method 5220, HACH company, CO), and the pH and conductivity were measured using a probe and meter (Seven-Multi, Mettler-Toledo International Inc).

The measured volume of hydrogen (nH2, m³) was calculated using the gas bag method, based on injecting a small volume of nitrogen gas in the bag prior to measurements [44]. The hydrogen production rate (QH2, m³-H2/m³-d) was calculated as:

\[
Q_{H2} = \frac{V_{H2}}{V_{total}}
\]

where \(V_{total}\) is the total volume of the reactor (m³), and \(V_{H2}\) is the reaction time (d). The theoretical moles of hydrogen produced due to the current measured was calculated as:

\[
n_{\text{CE}} = \int_{0}^{T} \frac{I\,dt}{2F}
\]

where \(I\) is the current (A), \(F\) is Faraday’s constant (96485 C/mole e⁻), and \(T\) is the total time. The percent of hydrogen recovered from the current, called the cathodic hydrogen recovery, was calculated as \(r_{\text{cat}} = n_{\text{cat}}/n_{\text{the}}\), where \(n_{\text{the}}\) is the amount of moles of hydrogen recovered from the catholyte [34]. Coulombic efficiency was calculated from \(n_{\text{ce}}\) as \(CE = n_{\text{ce}}/n_{\text{the}}\), where \(n_{\text{the}}\) is the theoretical number of moles of hydrogen that can be produced from the change in COD [10]. COD
removal was calculated as $\text{COD}_{\text{rem}} = \Delta \text{COD}/\text{COD}_0$, where $\Delta \text{COD}$ is the change in COD from the initial COD (COD$_0$) and the final COD [1]. The overall hydrogen recovered is the ratio of the hydrogen recovered to the theoretical recovery based on COD removal, or $r_{\text{H}_2} = n_{\text{H}_2}/n_{\text{H}_2\text{th}}$. Energy recovery ($\eta_e$) was relative to the maximum theoretical energy recovery under standard conditions as:

$$\eta_e = \frac{1.23}{E_{\text{ps}}} f_{\text{cat}}$$

(3)

where 1.23 V is the theoretical amount of voltage needed to split water, and $E_{\text{ps}}$ is the applied voltage (0.9 V) using the power source [1].

**Results and discussion**

**Power comparison for felt vs. brush anodes in MFCs**

Power densities produced by the felt anode MFCs were lower than those of the brush anode MFCs, which was expected due to the larger spacing between the felt anode and cathode, and previous analysis of the performance of these electrodes in MFCs [23]. The maximum power density using the felt anodes in MFCs was $0.80 \pm 0.02 \text{ W/m}^2$, compared to $1.69 \pm 0.10 \text{ W/m}^2$ for the brush anode MFCs (Fig. 2a). The cathode potentials were similar for all reactors based on the current, indicating the differences in power densities were due to the brush versus felt anode potentials (Fig. 2b). The larger electrode spacing distance between the felt anode and cathode (needed to avoid oxygen contamination of the anode) resulted in a much higher ohmic resistance between electrodes compared to the brush anodes. For example, at a current density of 3.4 A/m$^2$, 130 mV of potential is lost due to the solution conductivity (8.12 mS/cm) for an electrode spacing of 3.1 cm (from the felt surface to cathode distance), compared to only 13 mV for 0.3 cm between the outer brush surface to the cathode (using Ohm’s Law, and solution resistance in the Supplemental Information, Eq. S(1)).

**Current densities for felt vs. brush anodes in MECs**

When the felt and brush anodes were transferred to the MECs, brush anodes still demonstrated better performance than the felt anodes based on average current densities and hydrogen production rates. The current profiles for the brush and felt anodes were noticeably different over a single fed batch cycle (Fig. 3). While the brush anode showed a plateau in current for about 40% of the total cycle time, the felt anode initially had a higher peak current, but it rapidly and steadily decreased throughout the rest of the cycle. Thus, the average current density for just the beginning of the fed batch cycle (100 min) with the felt anode MECs (7.7 A/m$^2$) was higher than that of the brush anode (5.9 A/m$^2$). However, when the analysis of current was evaluated for most of the ~24 h cycle, based on the $I_{90}$ average current, the brush had a higher average current of $I_{90} = 4.2 \pm 0.5 \text{ A/m}^2$, compared to the felt anode ($I_{90} = 3.4 \pm 0.1 \text{ A/m}^2$) (Fig. 4). These differences in current demonstrated that the felt anode could perform as well as the brush anode at the beginning of the cycle in MECs, but that the brush anode...
produced better performance over the complete cycle. Since both felt and brush electrodes were placed close to the membrane, differences in performance were due to other factors than just electrode spacing.

**Impact of stirring on current generation using felt anodes**

The high peak and rapid decline in current over time for the felt anode MECs suggested that current generation was limited by substrate transport to the felt anode. Several factors could have contributed to substrate limited mass transfer to the felt anode: the denser structure of the felt anode compared to the more open brush anode structure; trapped water between the anode and AEM; and the small extension of the anode into the anode chamber compared to the brush which spanned nearly the full width of the chamber (Fig. 1). Although the two types of anodes occupied the same volume of the anode chamber (4.4 mL for the brush, and 4.5 mL for the felt), the felt was more dense, as demonstrated by the effective volume of the anode chamber being 14 mL for the felt (4.4 mL for the brush, and 4.5 mL for the felt), the felt was more dense, as demonstrated by the effective volume of the anode chamber being 14 mL for the felt, as compared to 16 mL for the brush [45]. Trapped water between a membrane and an electrode can reduce performance as it can result in local pHs different from the bulk pH, and reduced ion transport [45].

The brush spanned nearly the full width of the chamber, and thus it was better immersed in the anolyte, which may have enabled better substrate transport to the bacteria on the brush fibers. In addition, a larger portion of the anolyte chamber was outside the electric field produced between the electrodes using the felt anode. Ion transport due to the electric field and molecular diffusion, in the absence of electrodes using the felt anode. Ion transport due to the electric field and molecular diffusion, in the absence of electrodes using the felt anode. The brush spanned nearly the complete width of the chamber (Fig. 1). Although the two types of anodes occupied the same volume of the anode chamber and AEM, and the small extension of the anode into the anode chamber compared to the brush which spanned nearly the complete width of the chamber. In addition, a larger portion of the anolyte chamber was outside the electric field between the two electrodes, and thus the electric field would favor transport of acetate ions to the anode. Simulations of the electric field in MFCs have shown that the electric field can enhance acetate ion transport to the brush surface [49], although biofilm models of ion transport suggest that the electric field contributes only 15% or less to power production in MFCs [47].

To test this hypothesis of substrate-limited mass transfer of acetate to the anode, the felt anolyte was stirred using a magnetic stir bar inserted into the anolyte chamber, to reduce concentration gradients near the anode. Stirring the felt anode anolyte clearly improved performance, likely by providing a higher average substrate concentration near the felt anode [47]. The average current over the cycle improved to \(I_{90} = 5.1 \pm 0.4 \text{ A/m}^2\), which was larger than that with the brush anode in the absence of stirring of \(I_{90} = 4.2 \pm 0.5 \text{ A/m}^2\) (Fig. 5). The anolyte in the MECs with brush anodes were not stirred due to the lack of space for the stir bar, but likely stirring the brush anolyte would also have increased the current densities of brush anodes. This result showing improved current production by stirring the felt anolyte, clearly demonstrated that performance of the anode was greatly impacted by substrate limited mass transfer in these MECs.

There were other factors that could have impacted current densities in these MECs. For example, localized pH changes can reduce current generation by an anode and cathode. The final pH of the anolytes, however, were similar with 6.2 ± 0.0 for the felt anode and 6.3 ± 0.1 for the brush anode. The final hydrogen recoveries (\(r_{\text{H}_2}\)) and overall hydrogen recoveries (\(r_{\text{cat}}\), and coulombic efficiencies (CE) for brush and felt anode MECs without stirring, and for felt anode MECs with stirring.

**Fig. 4** — Average hydrogen production rates \((Q_{\text{H}_2})\) and \(I_{90}\) current densities for brush and felt anode MECs without stirring, and for felt anode MECs with stirring.

**Fig. 5** — COD removal percentages \((\text{COD}_{\text{rem}})\), cathodic hydrogen recoveries \((r_{\text{cat}})\) and overall hydrogen recoveries \((r_{\text{H}_2})\), and coulombic efficiencies (CE) for brush and felt anode MECs without stirring, and for felt anode MECs with stirring.
pH of the catholyte was higher for the brush anode MECs (8.7 ± 0.4) than the felt anode MECs (8.0 ± 0.2), due to the higher current densities and thus greater ion imbalances between the electrolyte chambers. A higher pH of the catholyte could reduce current generation, based on calculations of pH using the Nernst equation, but recent tests show that a higher catholyte pH can help to balance charge in the two chamber due to the increased concentration of hydroxide ions [50–54].

Impact of stirring on hydrogen production and other measures of performance

In general, brush anodes performed better than felt anodes without stirring, but felt anode performance was improved with stirring in many other aspects of MEC performance. The brush reactors had a higher hydrogen production rate of 0.38 ± 0.02 m³·H₂/m³·d averaged over the complete fed-batch cycle, compared to 0.32 ± 0.02 m³·H₂/m³·d for the felt anode MECs without stirring (Fig. 4). This higher hydrogen production rate for brush reactors was consistent with the higher average I₉₀ current density. With stirring, the hydrogen production rate by the felt anodes increased to 0.41 ± 0.04 m³·H₂/m³·d.

COD removals were lower for the felt anode MECs compared to the brush anode MECs in the absence of stirring, consistent with the lower I₉₀ current densities and hydrogen production rates (Fig. 5). Stirring increased COD removal by the felt anodes, from ΔCOD = 71 ± 2% (no stirring) to ΔCOD = 92 ± 1% (stirring).

Coulombic efficiencies were similar for all reactors, with CE of 74 ± 8% using brushes, 76 ± 6% using felt anodes and 79 ± 3% with felt anodes and stirring (Fig. 5). The cathodic recoveries were slightly higher on average for the felt reactors than the brush reactors, resulting in slightly higher hydrogen recoveries for the felt reactors (rH₂ = 62 ± 5% with no stirring, and 64 ± 6% with stirring) compared to the brush reactors (rH₂ = 62 ± 5%). However, for all these values, the differences were small given the variability of the results based on standard deviations of about 10% of the averages. The energy recovery based on hydrogen production to only the electricity used (i.e., it does not include the energy in the acetate) was also larger for the felt reactors (111 ± 13%) with stirring than the brush reactors (104 ± 9%) without stirring, but both values were larger than 100% indicating more energy was recovered than what was being applied as electrical power. Coulombic efficiencies, and cathodic and hydrogen recoveries were not changed due to mixing of the anolyte with the felt anodes (Fig. 5).

Implications for using brush or felt anodes in MECs

Previous studies with MFCs with flat anodes have indicated that the main impact on power generation is oxygen contamination of the anode when it is placed too closely to the cathode [18,19]. However, for completely anaerobic MECs, oxygen contamination of the anode is not an issue. Even when the felt anodes were placed close to the cathode and against the AEM, brush anodes still performed better than the felt anodes in the absence of stirring. While the specific reason for the better performance of the brush anodes was not conclusively demonstrated here, it was shown that stirring significantly improved both current generation and hydrogen production rates of the felt anodes, demonstrating the importance of mass transfer limitations for the felt anodes. It is possible that the microbial communities on the anodes were not the same due to differences in the current densities and electrode potentials. It has been shown that electrode potentials influence the expression of different cytochromes by Geobacter species [55]. However, the largest changes in microbial communities occurs as a result of using different substrates [56]. When acetate is used as the fuel, the biofilms are always predominantly Geobacter [56–58]. It would be interesting, however, to see if the communities on the anodes changed over long term operation.

It is not clear whether these results here between brush and felt anodes in small reactors with fed-batch operation could be translated to larger-scale reactors with continuous flow, as the hydraulic and mass transfer conditions would be much different than those examined here. If a larger reactor was operated with continuous flow, it would likely not be practical to stir the liquid due to the energy requirements for mixing [20]. Also, the impact of flow on hydrogen production rates should be further examined relative to performance in both MECs and MFCs.

Conclusions

MECs with brush anodes had better hydrogen production rates than those with flat felt anodes in fed-batch tests, even when they were both placed close to the ion exchange membrane, in the absence of anolyte mixing. However, when the anolyte solution was mixed using a stir bar, the felt anode MECs (0.41 ± 0.04 m³·H₂/m³·d) improved hydrogen production rates to levels slightly larger than brush anodes (no mixing). The improved performance of the felt anodes in MECs with stirring suggested that current generation was limited by substrate transport to the felt anodes. This substrate limited transport, and a lower current density without stirring, also reduced the extent of COD removal with felt anodes. However, with stirring and improved mass transfer of acetate to the anode biofilm, COD removal by the felt anodes was increased. As stirring is likely not practical for larger-scale MEC operation, as it increases the energy consumption, it is concluded that brush anodes would provide better performance than felt anodes for MECs.
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